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Editorial Note: Short Crystallization Papers 
The field of structural biochemistry, including protein crystallographic and NMR investigation on the three-di- 
mensional structure of proteins has had a tremendous burst of growth over the last years. BBA strongly wants to 
encourage submission of manuscripts dealing with structural studies on proteins to the Protein Structure and 
Molecular Enzymology section of the journal. BBA will also consider short papers on crystallization and 
preliminary crystallographic data on proteins. To be eligible for publication, these 'Short Crystallization Papers' 
should offer novel information on the protein studied, the protein should be of biochemical-biological 
importance and not highly homologous to proteins of known structures, unless there is a particular reason why 
this might be interesting. Unit cell dimensions and spacegroup determination and an estimate of the resolution 
that can be obtained should be provided. These papers will adhere to the format used for Rapid Reports and 
Short Sequence/Promoter Papers (see Information for Contributors in each issue). 
